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Ever since the birth of his daughter, Nalla, Zsadist has been regressing further and further into the

life he led before he met Bella, his beautiful shellan. He has been waking up in cold sweats due to

nightmares from his past, hasn't made love to his wife, and won't hold his baby girl, for fear that he

might hurt her.Â While Nalla'sÂ presence had consisted of only joy and excitement in first couple

months of her life, now it seems to be driving the couple apart.Â Bella is afraid that she and Nalla

just may need to leave her hellren.But then Zsadist gets injured on a mission to fight the lessers and

because he hasn't been feeding from Bella, almost loses his life.Â Could this near-death experience

create the motivation to pull this couple back together?Â Or has the gap between them spanned too

far for redemption?
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This was a great teaser. Zsadist has always been my favorite from the brothers. Z has been to hell

and back. He faced his demons and was rewarded with Bella and Nalla waiting for him on the other

side. He is so courageous and strong but at the same time can be tender and vulnerable. This



novella delves into Nalla's birth, Bella's kidnapping, Z's past existence as a sex-slave and also Z,

Bella and Nalla's life as a family. If you are a Z and Bella fan or a BDB fan this short story should not

be missed! If this is your first exposure to the Black Dagger Brotherhood series I strongly suggest

you read the series in order Dark Lover, Lover Eternal, Lover Awakened, Lover Revealed, Lover

Unbound, Lover Enshrined, Lover Avenged and due out 4/2010 Lover Mine. I highly recommend the

entire series to dark urban fantasy readers. IMO, the first three books in the series classify or closely

classify as hybrids between dark paranormal romance and dark urban fantasy and the rest are dark

urban fantasy peppered with a bit of romance. But whatever the classification, the series is

phenomenal!I also recommend:Dark Lover (Black Dagger Brotherhood, Book 1)Angels' Pawn: A

Companion Novella to Angels- Blood

If you are a fan of the Black Dagger Brotherhood and have not yet read this story, it is an absolute

Must Read. The story was previously published in The Black Dagger Brotherhood: An Insider's

Guide, so if you don't do e-readers it's still available to be read. Or, if you do have the Insider's

Guide you already have this story and don't need to repurchase.As can be told by the product

description it gives more detail about Zsadist and Bella--the main characters from the third novel

Lover Awakened (Black Dagger Brotherhood, Book 3)If you have not yet read any of the BDB

series, this is NOT the place to start, you should really start with Dark Lover (Black Dagger

Brotherhood, Book 1). Following the way many paranormal romance series are published, each title

in the series features a main character who happens to find his/her fated love. With a lot of angst

and hot/detailed nookie involved to make it interesting. That said, this series is fabulous in that

aspect--JR Ward does a great job with her world building and each story continues an overall plot

arc. Each tale is also good at keeping tabs on favorites from other books. Because there is a lot of

story arc going on it is pretty important to keep going in order.
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